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CONTENT

• 4 sections
  – 3 sections from the former Vortal
  – 1 section from IRG project “SuRe Info”

• Bibliography
  – 1 custom bibliography (+ taxonomy)
    from ISG “Citizen and Patients Involvement”
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ANALYTICS

• 9,5K users; 12,2K sessions; 35,9K pageviews
• 3,0 pages/sessions; 2’18”/visit
• 75,64% new visitors
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TECHNICAL TASKS

• CMS management
  – Security updates
  – Plan theme update (// HTAi.org)
  – Plan upgrade (CMS version 7)

• Google Custom Search Engine update

• Change requests follow up
  – Theme adaptation (in place)
  – Authors presentation (to plan)
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MANAGEMENT TASKS

• Vortal Roles and organisation document
  – Roles clarified
  – Section = output of IRG project
  – Bibliography = service to other ISG

=> Poster #538 at HTAi 2015
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MANAGEMENT TASKS (cont.)

• Contact for further custom bibliographies
  – ISG Regulatory interactions
  – ISG Disinvestment and early awareness

• Call for new editors
  – 3 people with interest for HTA producers & Networks, Selected resources or both
  – 1 working group INAHTA with interest for Trainings
Welcome

The HTAi portal (*) is a product of the HTAi Information Resources Group. It aims at organizing at one place information of interest about Health Technology Assessment (HTA). The HTAi portal is composed of four sections and a bibliography.

- HTA producers and networks
- Selected resources
- SuRe Info
- Career development
- Bibliography

[Read more in the About section]

(*) What is a portal?